While enjoying The County, please remember:
Respect store limits

Take only what you need

Limiting the number of shoppers allows
for physical distancing. Please be patient.

Shop with a list. Buy the basics needed only for the
length of your trip.

Follow signs & instructions

Reservations required

Follow arrows & listen to staff. Remain
patient and give yourself extra time

To manage numbers and limit unintentional
gatherings, tasting rooms, restaurants and other
attractions require reservations.

Leave space

Sanitize hands

Stay 6 feet / 2 metres from others.
Wear a mask or face covering where
physical distancing is a challenge.

Shop with your eyes

The less you touch, the less risk of
transmission.

After exiting a store, tasting room, restaurant or
attraction, sanitize hands.

Contactless payment

Use e-transfer or tap to avoid paying with cash.
Consider ordering ahead or using curbside pick-up.

For the health of your hosts,
stay safe by staying aware.
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